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but Lalla has it, as has been pointed out under the head of
phonetics, both cerebral and dental. Moreover, not only does
she use the modern past participle dT/utJiP, but she also uses
another past participle (]yi&khu (for flekk"1) (44), which may be
compared with the Hindi dekhnd.
The third person (singular or plural) of the imperative ends
in -in, as in karin, let him or them do or make. With the
suffix of the first person singular it becomes Icar^n-am, let him
or them make me. Lalla changes the a of the suffix to e in
ddjp*n-em, let him or them say to me (21) ; ganrfin-em, let him
or them bind on me (21) ; tar^n-em, let him or them make for
me (21) ; pad^n-em, let him or them recite for me (18, 21).
It will be remembered that there was a similar change of a
to e in the second person singular of the old present. There
was also a similar change in the case of suffixes added to the
third person plural of the same tense, in which the same
person also took the form of the imperative.
The polite imperative is formed by adding to, to the simple
imperative. At the end of a line Lalla lengthens this in hetd
and pctd, both in 28. The second person plural is dito, modern
dii/Hav, please give ye (100).
The future imperative is made by adding zi to the simple
imperative. Lalla changes this to se in peze, he must fall (45).
A similar change occurs in kheze, he must eat (90), but here
it is at the end of a line,
IndecIInables.—These call for but few remarks. A final I
becomes e at the end of a line in ate, there (2, 98); tate, there
(41); and tune, anywhere (9, 11; K. Pr. 201).
The adverb and conjunction ta appears in a strengthened
form as toy in several places; and similarly na, not, is
strengthened to nd or no, and the prohibitive particle ma to
mo or mau. For all these see the Vocabulary.
The emphatic suffix -y is added in scores of instances
without giving any emphasis at all, and apparently merely
for the sake of metre. It is hence often difficult to say
whether emphasis is intended or not. It often appears as an
i-matra, and then seems to be always emphatic, as in ids*, to
him only (65); lafi, it is I, even I, Lalla (105); tur*, there
verily (19, 61); yur%9 in the very place where (61);
(from &add), always (7).

